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June 5, 2012 PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION
HOURLY VOTER TURNOUT SAMPLING

Los Angeles County Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk (RR/CC) Dean Logan announced a preliminary hourly voting sample turnout of 17.54% for the June 5, 2012, Presidential Primary Election from Los Angeles County polling locations as of 4:00 p.m. A comparison to sample turnout for the 2010 Primary Election showed 14.17% for the same time period.

Hourly updates are available on facebook lavote.net/facebook.html and by following twitter @lacountyrrcc.

The RR/CC conducts the hourly sampling of 30 precincts out of 4,786 for use as an unofficial indication of voting activity. Turnout in certain districts or areas of the County can fluctuate, so caution is encouraged in using these figures as a statistical prediction of voter turnout.

Voters can access the RR/CC website www.lavote.net to look up their voting location, view the full sample ballot for their precinct and view voting instructions for the June 5, 2012, Presidential Primary Election. Voters may also obtain information about their voting location by calling the RR/CC’s office at (800) 815-2666 and using the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) telephone system.

For Multilingual assistance in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Tagalog/Filipino, Vietnamese, Hindi, Khmer or Thai call (800) 481-8683.
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